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ABSTRACT: The blockchain innovation is profiting a few enterprises with straightforwardness, security and a lot more 

highlights, increasing the value of their organizations. Therefore, it is to be accepted that it is good to go to change the 

present working too, in a profoundly secure manner. The existing framework of an identity management system is 

neither secure nor solid. At each point, you are being approached to recognize yourself through various government-

approved IDs like Voter ID, Passport, Pan Card thus on. Sharing numerous IDs prompts protection concerns and 

information breaks. Consequently, the blockchain can clear the way to self-sovereign personality through decentralized 

networks. A self-sovereign character guarantees protection and trust, where character records are made sure about, 

confirmed and supported by permissioned members. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Individuals share their own data online by techniques for various cloud sources or advantage associations that can put 

their ID records into an ignoble hand. Also, online applications keep up concentrated servers for dealing with information; 

it gets less hard for programming specialists to hack the servers and take the delicate information. While joining on 

different online stages, clients need to make a novel username and riddle word each time. It gets hard for a fundamental 

individual a blend of a username and secret key for getting to various services. Maintaining indisputable endorsement 

profiles is a real testing task. The current affirmation process consolidates three assistants, including attesting 

affiliations/KYC affiliations, clients, and untouchables that need tocheck the character of the client. The general structure 

is extravagant for all these stakeholders. Since KYC affiliationsneed to serve mentioning of various parts, for example, 

banks, restorative organizations suppliers, movement pros, require more points of interest to process their necessities 

quickly. Therefore, KYC affiliations need to charge a higher sum for the check which is passed to people as took care of 

dealing with costs. 

Utilizing blockchain for the character the board can permit people to have obligation regarding character by making a 

general ID to fill different prerequisites.  

 

A few empowering late headways in development have convinced various fans to acknowledge that we are at the 

forefront of a mechanical progression that can be used to comprehend a Self-Sovereign Identity Management System. 

With the happening to blockchain advancement, many acknowledge that such development can give the specific 

foundation whereupon the possibility of self-sovereign character can be made sense of it. This has fuelled the vitality 

where many use-cases for different circumstances are being explored to grasp the sensibility of such a structure. 

Regardless of the way that such examination is fundamental to drive the bleeding edge, one unexpected indication is 

that there exist different thoughts about what the term self-sovereign character suggests.  

 

 

In this following paper, we will try to introduce a new data model to eliminate the existing traditional identity 

management systems and overcoming its drawbacks.  

The new model will consist of a combination of blockchain and identity management which enables decentralized 

identity storage which results in avoiding a central authentication authority and prevents interference with the store data 

and identities.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Blockchain is basically an open, decentralized and an immutable ledger that can store transaction or information of 

any kind in a hashed manner. The data is stored collectively in the form of blocks
[11]

. The first block – also known as 
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Figure 1: Basic blockchain 

the genesis block – consists of only data and the hash value of the data. The next block will consist the data, the hash 

value of the genesis block, as well as the actual hash value of the data present in it. The third block will contain the 

data of its own, along with its hash value and the hash value of the second block. They are connected in that way in 

form of a chain and hence the coined term – Blockchain.
[11]

 The immutability of the Blockchain can be observed in a 

very simplistic way. If somebody tries to tamper with the actual data in the block, the concurrent hash value of that 

data would change drastically and will no longer match with the hash value present in the next consecutive block. 

Since this ledger is distributed to every node / person in the network, the copies with everyone else will reflect the 

actual data and this manipulation of the data will be ignored.
[6][11][10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individuals identify themselves using various identity assets such as their name, national identity number and passport 

number. Identity assets are recorded in physical identity documents which are attested by central authorities.
[6]

 Apply 

for a loan, open a bank account, buy a sim card, or book a ticket, use of identity documents can be the cases in which it 

is used. Companies such as government institutes, banks, credit agencies are the weakest point in the current identity 

management system. As a matter of the fact, it has become crucial to move away from intermediary and provider-

controlled identity management models toward user- 

controlled digital identity.
[3][5] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

An individual will first have to register on website to establish his/her identity. After registering, a user profile will be 

generated with a digital wallet account on MetaMask. The wallet would be used to store the Ethers that are necessary to 

pay for the transactions on the blockchain. Once the account on the wallet is established, it will generate a unique ID 
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that would help to identify the user while requesting the documents and during verification of the authenticity and 

identity of the transaction user. In our case, the identification document that we are going to use is a driver’s licence. 

After the customer gets unique ID number, they need to move the association gave IDs on the application which will be 

saved in the IPFS having hashed addresses managed in the blockchain. The application will expel the individual  

information from these ID's; so, customer can do self-validation of his/her details.  

 

Initially, the user enters his credentials to create an account. The account gets linked to the Meta Mask wallet which 

can be used to conduct various transactions. The address of the account is a 64-bit hash. The user can then add the 

driving license details which are hashed together and stored in a blockchain on the network. The image file of the 

driving license is stored on the IPFS on the network.         

The institute can then request the data from the user by identifying the user using the same 64-bit unique ID. After 

requesting access to the information, the user can grant access to the institution. The user chooses which information to 

display from the requested queries. After the user grants request, it reflects in the institution data that the user has 

granted access to the information. If the user grants access to the license file, it is retrieved from the IPFS. The 

information can be viewed by the institute. The displaying of information solely works based on consent provided by 

the user. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Workflow diagram 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

What would such a system provide?  

 

➢Unique global ID: Each user who registers on Blockchain identity management system will get a unique identity 

number. User’s unique ID number consists of all personally identifiable information in an encrypted format that is 

stored on their device backed by IPFS. Users can simply share unique ID with any third-party to authenticate 

themselves directly through the Blockchain Identity Management 

 

➢ Consent: A blockchain identity management system will not store any user’s information. Moreover, the system 

uses Smart contracts to enable the controlled data disclosure. No transaction of user’s information can occur 

without explicit consent of the users. 

 

➢Decentralization: No personal identification documents of the users will be stored in a centralized server. All the 

documents that identify users get stored on their device backed by IPFS, making it safe from mass data breaches.  

  

 Using the Blockchain identity management backed by IPFS doesn’t allow any hacker to steal the identifiable 

information. 
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➢A universal ecosystem: The blockchain identity management doesn’t set to any geographical boundaries. So, users 

can use the platform across the borders to verify their identity. 

 

User Interface: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Home Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Adding driving license of the user 

Figure 5: The information about the user’s identification can 

be requested. 
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As shown in the above test case, for every transaction performed, be it adding the data in the chain, or requesting a certain 

information from an individual and also granting access, a certain value must be paid to add the data into the network. 

Since the network is public, the authenticity of the transaction can be verified. As shown in the user’s section, the user can 

choose to display the information according to the need and convenience. And when approved, the institution can view 

which information is partially approved, or completely approved or just rejected. The data is visible in the text form and 

the license uploaded is visible in the image form retrieved from the IPFS. Every transaction conducted generates a unique 

hash which is obtained after payment. The transaction details along with the time stamp can either be viewed in the 

Metamask wallet or on the test network’s ledger of transactions. 

 

The transactions were conducted over the Rinkeby Testnet which is one of several Ethereum Testnet which offers 

basically the same functionalities that the Ethereum Mainnet provides, but for a currency that is freely attainable. After 

every transaction, a separate page is designed to display the hash that can be used to verify that the transaction is 

successful from the test network block explorer. The transaction details are also stored permanently in the MetaMask 

wallet for further checks.  

 

To place the transaction in the blockchain, it roughly takes 15 seconds as that is the specified time for the block to be 

created in the Rinkeby Testnet. Ethers to conduct the transaction can be easily obtained from the Rinkeby  

The “Approved” status says that all the requested data was made available to the institution. The “Rejected” status means 

that the request of the institution was denied. The “Partially Approved” status means that only some of the requested data 

of made available to the institution faucet for free. The gas price is a small mandatory fee for the transaction which is a 

very small percentage of 1 unit of that Ether. 

 

Figure 6.1 & 6.2: The request from institution appears and by 

clicking on “MORE INFO’, the user can choose which 

information to grant access to. 
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V.CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, building of such a prototype would help to understand the scope and basic mechanism of an already 

existing Identity Management System when implemented on a distributed system. The implications of such a system 

would be reflected in the test case scenarios. With the technology that comes in hand with Blockchain, it can be safely 

assumed that the version of the system that would be developed would offer functionality far superior than the normal 

existing systems. The innovative nature of such a technology brings transparency and a sense of trust in the ecosystem by 

its very nature of decentralization and with the efficient processing due to the smart contracts. 

 

Having this form of control not only eases out the process of exchanging documents with the institution, but also 

eliminates any chances of forged exchanges. The approval of the user works like a self-attested form of a document which 

can only be done by the user and is easier to keep track of.  

 

The future scope of this project would be to establish more components of uploading and requesting identification 

documents as a driver’s license simply is not enough in most of the processes. Documents like Voter’s ID, a PAN Card, 

Aadhar, Passport would be very close to a complete digital identification setup. Requesting and Granting access would 

become as easy as a click of a button but in a more secure and sovereign way. The user holds all the authority in sharing of 

these documents. It could also revolve around just one unique digital currency that does not have a very high market value 

but just enough to not undermine the system and have some credibility. 
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